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What is Google Classroom?

- Google Classroom platform belongs to the so-called e-learning platforms and is used to provide ongoing support for school instruction.

- Classroom is a platform that is easy to use (especially for the students) and offers the most effective and modern collaboration tools known, e.g. Google Docs.

- Below are tips that can help you become familiar with this tool which is widely used by schools.

- Classroom can be used both as an application and also in a computer browser.
A few additional explanations:

- Parents can ask the teacher for so-called guardian access. Then they will regularly receive notifications of added tasks or materials to their email inbox.
- The following tips will show Google Classroom from the student’s perspective, which can help parents assist their kids if they need support in using the platform.
- Let's look at Google Classroom in a computer browser. The application version is very similar.
Student logs in to the Google service using the gmail address (which is usually provided by the school).

Google Classroom can be found among other Google applications.
Classes, subjects, groups created by teachers
After expanding the left-side tab you will find: calendar, to-do list and list of items and groups.
Calendar view - tasks with an assigned date. This view makes it easy to track assignments and planning.
To-do list view - here you can see tasks with an assigned date, tasks with no due date, done and not done tasks. A convenient combination that can help students organize their studies and track their progress at work.
"Wall" view one of the subjects

A post written by a teacher. Similar posts, e.g. with a question to the teacher or class (group) can be added by students.

It is also possible to comment

A task for students

Materials provided by the teacher
Assignment

Teacher's instructions can appear here

The class (group) has the ability to comment and ask questions directly under the task

After completing the assignment, the student returns the work

Space for private (visible only to teacher and student) comments. A convenient way, for example, to ask the teacher for help or additional tips.

Student work written in Google docs

Here the student can attach his work or create a Google docs document in which he will write the assignment.